
Senior Director for Product Technology in Billund

Are you experienced in leading leaders and using your warmth and role model abilities to foster a nurturing environment of inclusion and

openness? Would you like to embark on and finish Product Technology's change journey?

Take a department through their change process

You will be responsible for leading the Product Technology department, consisting of 58 highly qualified specialists including 5

Directors/Senior Managers and 3 Team Leaders/Managers. In doing so, you will:

- Create a platform for enabling new components that enrich the play experience and fit into our assortment while also keeping a

competitive edge

- Execute leadership and set strategic direction for your team; professionally, technically as well as in terms of co-operation

- Build bridges to and expand views towards the surrounding environment, internally in the LEGO® Group to other departments as well

as externally to suppliers or innovation partners

- Establish trust from surroundings in relation to operational excellence and reliability

- Be part of the Design, Technology & Operations Leadership Team and travel 4-8 weeks per year to innovation partners in the U.S. or

EU and to sourcing partners in Asia

Caring every day

You will join a company which builds on great values that we live by in our everyday work life. One of our values is caring, and we wish

to make a positive difference in the lives of children, but also for colleagues. In your role that means rallying team members around

embracing difference as a strength, coaching your team to deliver outstandingly by exhibiting the best leadership there is and set

direction for your area.

Your department's mission is to enable technologies to invent the future of play. This includes exploring new technological trends and

opportunities to develop technology components. The work ranges from prototype elements, textile parts, simple light and sound and

running motors to advanced electronics and programming in Mindstorms. Your work will help kids have a never seen before play

experience, and help us achieve our mission of inspiring and developing the builders of tomorrow.

Constantly battling inertia using your second to none leadership skills

The challenge is to continuously work on the change agenda and not forget that mission in your everyday work, just as you will bridge

the gap between our technology components to the standard ones within the LEGO® Group. To succeed, you:

- Could have 5-10 years of leadership experience, preferably from a global FMCG matrix organisation with integrated manufacturing,

giving you a holistic, end-to-end approach and  solid insight into the full value chain from ideation over HR to supply chain and

production

- It is an advantage to have leadership experience from companies similar to the LEGO® Group in terms of company culture, value

chain integration, HR objectives and operating model and thus quickly be able to exercise LEGO DNA in daily leadership

- Ideally have experience with sourcing/high volume manufacturing from Asia and the corresponding cultural understanding

- Probably hold at least a bachelor level degree within an engineering or a commercial field, ideally combined with fluency in English,



verbally and in writing

- Can deliver coaching to your closest leaders as well as the entire organisation, just as you naturally lead by listening, caring,

understanding and trusting and thereby creating followership

Join the global LEGO® Family

In the LEGO Group, we succeed together, and you will be part of a global family where you will collaborate across the LEGO

Community. We look very much forward to reading your application - please use the APPLY NOW button above or below, and please

remember to attach your application and a current CV.

This position was posted 27-10-2014 and may be online up to ten weeks following this date. We do not have application deadlines on

any of our positions. We take candidates into the recruitment process continuously and close the position down once we have found the

right candidate.

Bringing it to life

"Your goal is to lead and change the department to become a reliable and innovative business partner that integrates well with rest of

the LEGO Group and works in cross functional teams. Also, in this department you get to be like "Q" in the James Bond movies, as you

along with your team can experience and create never seen before play experiences for the children. You can really help your highly

qualified team perform like crazy," says Jakob.

LICJ


